Fitting the data from embryo implantation prediction: learning from label proportions
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Abstract

Machine learning techniques have been previously used to assist clinicians to select embryos for human assisted reproduction. This work aims to show how an appropriate modeling of the problem can contribute to improve machine learning techniques for embryo selection. In this study, a dataset of 330 consecutive cycles (and associated embryos) carried out by the Unit of Assisted Reproduction of the Hospital Donostia (Spain) throughout 18 months has been analyzed. The problem of the embryo selection has been modeled by a novel weakly supervised paradigm, learning from label proportions, which considers all the available data, including embryos whose fate cannot be certainly established. Furthermore, all the collected features, describing cycles and embryos, have been considered in a multi-variate data analysis. Our integral solution has been successfully tested. Experimental results show that the proposed technique consistently outperforms an equivalent approach based on standard supervised classification. Embryos in this study were selected for transference according to the criteria of the Spanish Association for Reproduction Biology Studies. Obtained classification models outperform this criteria, specifically reordering medium-quality embryos.
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1 Introduction

Assisted reproductive technologies (ARTs) are a set of invasive medical techniques that attempt to induce a pregnancy. Each trial of a reproduction treatment applying a suitable ART is known as a cycle. When a woman undergoes an ART cycle, she follows a treatment of ovarian stimulation for several weeks in order to induce the development of multiple follicles with a large number of oocytes. By means of a puncture, oocytes are retrieved using an ultrasound-guided transvaginal follicle aspiration. The mature oocytes are subsequently fertilized and the resulting embryos cultured for several days. In a critical decision, clinicians usually have to select the embryos to transfer as the clinical procedure can produce excess embryos. Although the number of transferred embryos is positively correlated with the probability of pregnancy [1, 2], multi-transference may give room to a multiple pregnancy, which is widely considered risky for both the woman and the developing fetus(es) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. In order to reduce the occurrence of multiple pregnancy, legal restrictions limiting the maximum number of transferred embryos have been established (e.g., Spanish law limits it to 3). Not only the number but also the individual embryos to transfer have to be carefully selected as the transference of poor-quality embryos is a major contribution to ART failure [6, 7]. After transference, the occurrence of embryo implantation—a natural process that cannot be monitored by the specialist—determines the success of an ART cycle: Implantation of at least one of the transferred embryos leads the cycle to a pregnancy.

For decades, there has been a persisting discussion on the features that determine the success of a cycle. In their exhaustive reviews, Achache and Revel [6] and Ebner et al. [7] collected and discussed an extensive set of features that have been considered for assessing the quality of both cycles and oocytes/embryos. Many research works have made use of data analysis techniques to determine the contribution of specific features. Similarly, an unbounded number of embryo scores and selection criteria have been presented [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. More recently, taking advantage of the development of computational techniques, different machine learning (ML) paradigms have been applied to the analysis of the ART problem [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20].

In this paper, the ML paradigm of supervised classification is considered to deal with the implantation prediction problem, i.e., to classify embryos according to their probability of resulting implanted or not if they were transferred. In the most popular ART application of ML techniques [14, 15, 16, 18, 19], the supervised classification framework, a classification model that reproduces the inherent categorizing behavior of a problem of interest is built/learnt from a set of previous examples. Each example describes a real case of the problem and has been annotated with its real category (class label). The classifier predicts (accurately) the category of new uncategorized examples. However, in our problem the previous evidence is composed of transferred embryos which cannot always be certainly categorized: Current medical techniques only allow clinicians to know the number of implanted embryos, not their identity. That is, the individual fate of the embryos for training is usually unknown. It can
be known only in those cases where none or all the transferred embryos were implanted. In practice, many studies in the related literature discarded the embryos of unknown fate [10, 12, 13, 15, 19, 21] for model learning. However, as the conclusions drawn from the results of any data analysis are affected by the sample size, ML researchers have focused their effort on incorporating any available example to the analysis. This has led to the proposal of novel ML techniques which use all the available —even incomplete— information to train the classification models. This is the case of the recently proposed learning from label proportions (LLP) [22] paradigm, where the training dataset is divided in groups (bags) of unlabeled examples and, for each group, the number of examples of each category is provided. Previous studies show that classification models can be efficiently learnt from this kind of partially labeled data [22, 23]. The embryo implantation prediction problem naturally fits the LLP paradigm: each group of embryos transferred in the same ART cycle forms a bag and, for each bag, the number of implanted embryos is known.

Another novelty of this work also involves the use of any available information: All the collected features have been considered. Bayesian network classifiers [24], a type of model which can be calibrated to balance the contribution of each predictive feature, have been used. However, when using a larger set of features, irrelevant/redundant features can be introduced, which is usually harmful to the performance of the classifier [25]. Thus, feature subset selection (FSS) techniques [26, 27] have been used to automatically identify the relevant predictive features and discard those that are uninformative and/or redundant. With our strategy, physicians do not need to manually select the features: The method inputs all the collected features and automatically establishes their contribution.

In this paper, the implantation prediction problem is modeled by means of the learning from label proportions problem. The proposed methodology is described in the following section. Next, a large set of experiments is presented and their results are discussed. Finally, conclusions are drawn and future research lines are noted.

2 Material and methods

2.1 Data

The database has been collected by the Unit of Assisted Reproduction of the Hospital Donostia (Spain) throughout 18 months (January 2013 - July 2014). The population consisted of 330 consecutive patients participating in the IVF-ICSI program and a total of 696 embryos. As detailed in Table 1, 217 cycles failed to induce a pregnancy (all the 447 embryos were not implanted) and in 39 cycles all the transferred embryos resulted implanted (i.e., 72 implanted embryos). In each of the remaining cycles (74), where only a subset of the transferred embryos became implanted, the fate of each individual embryo cannot be claimed (in total, 117 embryos). The database is composed of two spreadsheets,
one for *cycles* and another for *embryos*, related by a one-to-*n* relationship: one cycle, the *n* embryos transferred in that procedure. Each cycle is described by 26 features, including characteristics of the patient, stimulation treatment and statistics of the associated embryos. Additionally, 14 features are used to describe embryos: oocyte/embryonic morphological characteristics and quality grades. A complete description of the database can be found in the webpage associated with this paper.

### 2.2 Protocol

The IVF management mostly consisted of GnRH antagonist protocol. Briefly, the suppression of pituitary FSH and LH secretion was performed with 0.25 mg cetrorelix (Cetrotide, Asta Medica) administered daily when two or more follicles reached 13–14 mm in diameter. Occasionally, down-regulation with a GnRH analogue, triptorelin acetate (Synarel, Lab. Seid) on a long protocol was performed. Ovarian stimulation was performed with recombinant FSH (Gonal F, Merck Serono), highly purified urinary FSH (Angelini) or highly purified urinary menopausal gonadotropins (Menopur, Ferring) depending on each patient’s characteristics. The doses of hMG and FSH were adjusted according to the ovarian response. Ovulation was triggered with 250 mg Ovitrelle (Merck Serono) and transvaginal ultrasound-guided oocyte retrieval was scheduled 36 hours after hCG injection. Oocytes were inseminated 4 hours after retrieval, ordinarily using conventional IVF. ICSI was performed in cases with less than 1.5 million motile sperm recovered after capacitation, low fertilization rate (< 30%) in previous IVF cycles, and/or previous intrauterine insemination failures. Embryo transfer was performed on day 2. The embryo selection criteria of the Association for Reproduction Biology Studies [28] (Spanish acronym ASEBIR), extensively used by Spanish clinicians, was followed. The luteal phase was vaginally supplemented with 200 mg micronized progesterone (Utrogestan, Lab. Seid, or Progeffik, Effik) every 12 hours. Pregnancy test was carried out 14 days after embryo transference.

### 2.3 Paradigm: Learning from label proportions

In supervised classification, a problem is described by a set of *n* predictive features (*X*₁, . . . , *X*ₙ) and a special feature, the class variable *C*. Each of them

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implied</th>
<th>Implant</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transfer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary table with the number of cycles according to their number of transferred/implanted embryos.
Figure 1: Examples of the three types of BNC structures used in this study. From left to right, NB, TAN and 2DB models are allowed to capture, respectively, a maximum number of 0, 1 or 2 conditional dependencies between predictive variables.

has a set of possible values. Specifically, the term “class label” refers to each possible value of the class variable and \(C\) represents the set that groups all the class labels. Thus, a problem example \((x, c)\) is a \((n + 1)\)-tuple that assigns a value to each feature. The objective is to learn from a set of previous examples a classification model which infers the class label (category) of new unclassified examples. The training set is composed of \(m\) fully labeled examples \(D = \{(x_1, c_1), (x_2, c_2), \ldots, (x_m, c_m)\}\), which are supposed to be i.i.d. sampled from some underlying probability distribution.

The implantation prediction problem is modeled by means of the learning from label proportions (LLP) paradigm. Although it has the same objective and problem description as the standard supervised classification, it does not provide a completely labeled training dataset. The \(m\) training examples are individually unlabeled and the dataset is divided in \(b\) bags \(D = B_1 \cup B_2 \cup \cdots \cup B_b\), where \(B_i \cap B_j = \emptyset, \forall i \neq j\). A bag \(B_i = \{x_{i1}, x_{i2}, \ldots, x_{imi}\}\) groups \(m_i\) instances \((\sum_{i=1}^{b} m_i = m)\) and provides limited class information: the \(m_{ic}\) values or counts \((\sum_{c \in C} m_{ic} = m_i)\) which indicate the number of instances in \(B_i\) that belong to class label \(c\).

2.4 Classification models

In this analysis, Bayesian network models are used as probabilistic classifiers (BNC) [24]. A Bayesian network, represented by a pair \((G, \theta)\), is a probabilistic graphical model that encodes the conditional (in)dependencies between a set of random variables (features) using a directed acyclic graph. The graph structure, \(G = (V, R)\), codifies the arcs \(R\) — conditional (in)dependencies — between the random variables \(V = (X_1, \ldots, X_n, C)\), and \(\theta\) is the set of parameters of the conditional probability functions of each random variable given its parents in the graph.

The outstanding interpretability of Bayesian network models has motivated our choice: influences and dependencies among random variables can be induced from the explicit probability relationships. In the context of the ARTs, several authors have already used BNCs as probabilistic classifiers [14, 17]. Specifically, three kinds of Bayesian network classifiers have been considered: naive
Bayes (NB) [29], tree augmented naive Bayes (TAN) [30] and $K$-dependence Bayesian network (KDB) [31]. Based on the assumption of conditional independence between the predictive variables given the class variable, the naive Bayes presents the simplest network structure (see Figure 1). TAN and KDB are the next step forward in terms of network structure complexity and allow models to capture some conditional dependencies between predictive variables. The general classification rule of these BNCs is defined as:

$$\arg\max_c p(C = c) \prod_{v=1}^n p(X_v = x_v | \mathbf{PA}_v = \mathbf{pa}_v, C = c)$$

where $\mathbf{pa}_v$ is the vector of values assigned in the example $\mathbf{x}$ to the predictive variables $\mathbf{PA}_v$ which are parents of $X_v$ in $G$. In the case of NB classifiers, the set $\mathbf{PA}_v$ is always empty, $\mathbf{PA}_v = \emptyset$. In TAN structures, it usually has size $|\mathbf{PA}_v| = 1$, with the only exception of the root variable of the tree, which does not have predictive variables as parents, $\mathbf{PA}_r = \emptyset$. $K$ is a constraint in the number of predictive variables used as parents in KDB structures, $|\mathbf{PA}_v| \leq K$.

From a set of labeled examples, both the model parameters and the graph of conditional (in)dependencies of a BNC can be estimated. Maximum likelihood estimates of the model parameters can be obtained by means of frequency counts [32]. Regarding the graph structure, Friedman et al. [30] and Sahami [31] proposed methods for learning TAN and KDB structures, respectively. As the naive Bayes structure is fixed, no structural learning is required.

To learn from a partially labeled set such as that collected for the implantation prediction problem, alternative procedures are required. In this paper, a method [22] for learning BNCs from this kind of data based on the Expectation-Maximization (EM) [33] strategy has been used. It consists of an iterative procedure that combines the completion of the partially labeled dataset and model improvement. At each iteration and for each bag, the most probable probabilistic labeling is calculated and, using it to complete the data, the model is updated.

2.5 Experimental Setting

A complete experimental setting has been designed. Two training datasets have been derived from the gathered database. First, a dataset where the cases (embryos) are just described by embryonic features. The second dataset combines embryonic and cycle features to describe the embryos. In both cases, the class “implantation” is a binary feature (positive and negative are the two possible values or class labels) which represents the fate of the embryo (implanted or not implanted, respectively). That is, an embryo is considered as “positive” if it resulted implanted after transference and “negative” otherwise. All the experiments are repeated for both datasets. The exposed three types of BNCs (Fig. 1) have been learnt for each experimental configuration. All the continuous features have been discretized using equal-frequency with 3 intervals. With respect to FSS, a multivariate and a univariate strategy have been used. The former
applies the popular correlation-based feature subset selection [34] (with both backward and forward search strategies) to obtain a subset of non-redundant predictive features highly correlated with the class. It has been carried out using a dataset completed according to the label proportions of the bags. The latter carries out chi-square statistical tests between the class and each predictive feature, and uses the resulting $p$-values to build an order of relevant predictive features. Different experiments have been carried out using the subset of the $s$ most relevant features ($s \in \{n, \ldots, \text{max}(n_p, 2)\}$, where $n_p$ is the number of predictive features with a $p$-value $\leq 0.05$). Taking advantage of embryos in full bags (those that represent cycles where all or no embryo became implanted, i.e., they are actually labeled), the ranking of relevant features has been calculated in a pre-process stage. These labeled embryos have been also used for evaluation. A leave-one-full-bag-out procedure has been used, which takes a full bag at each iteration as the validation set and the rest of bags for model training.

In order to study the performance gain derived from the use of the LLP paradigm and its fitted modeling of the embryo implantation prediction problem, all the experiments have been replicated to learn the same type of classifiers with the standard supervised classification paradigm. Note that this standard paradigm is the methodology considered by previous machine learning approaches to the embryo selection problem. Following the general procedure to prepare the dataset for standard learning techniques [10, 12, 13, 15, 19, 21], all the embryos in non-full bags (embryos of unknown fate) are removed. Thus, a fully labeled dataset is obtained and the aforementioned state-of-the-art learning techniques are used to learn NB [29], TAN [30] and 2DB [31] classifiers.

Additionally, the best performing configuration of each method and classifier has been evaluated with an auxiliary dataset in order to show the generalization ability of the learnt models in reserved data. The dataset consists of 134 cycles carried out by our team of physicians from August 2014 to June 2015. Only cycles where all the transferred embryos had the same fate (full bags) —all of them resulted implanted or failed to implant— have been considered. It involves 253 embryos, from which 45 resulted implanted and 208 failed to implant. Gathered in the same conditions, the reserved dataset is consecutive and exclusive with respect to the dataset used for the learning process.

The objective of these experiments is to show why it is worth using a fitted modeling that takes full advantage of it. Alternatives to enhance the performance of the learnt classifiers (e.g., probabilistic classifiers with the decision boundary not in 0.5 or loss functions that penalize asymmetrically false positives and negatives) have not been considered. To put them in production supporting the decision making process of the physicians in their daily practice, an in-depth learning methodology to maximize a specific quality metric —subject to the specialist’s preferences— should be considered. However, this is beyond the scope of the present work.
3 Results

Table 2 shows the results of the experiments where the three types of BNCs considered in this study (NB, TAN and 2DB; Fig. 1) were learnt from both exposed datasets (using as predictive features only embryonic features or a combination of embryonic and cycle features). The results of the BNCs learnt in the LLP paradigm are compared to those of the BNCs learnt in the less informed standard supervised classification paradigm. For the sake of clarity, only the results of the best experimental configuration for each type of BNC are shown for both paradigms. The complete table of results is publicly available in the webpage associated with this paper.

Four different measures —accuracy, recall, precision and F1 — have been used to describe the mean results of the cross validation of the learning process. As can be appreciated in Table 1, the datasets are unbalanced. Thus, evaluating classifiers only by means of accuracy could be unfair. This is confirmed by the experimental results, where the most accurate classifiers are those that always predict the majority (negative) class. Recall, precision and F1 metrics, which provide information on the ability to predict positive examples (implanted embryos), have been also used. In order to fairly analyze these results, the percentage of instances predicted as positive (PPR) is also included. Results of the experiments carried out using only embryonic features as predictors usually show PPR values near 0. They reach, at most, a poor 0.04. Low PPR values could be interesting when the precision of the classifiers is high. However, neither is their performance in terms of precision noteworthy. However, when the training dataset includes predictive features of the cycle, the proportion of predicted positives rises notably; also improving the predictive ability mainly in terms of recall and F1. NB classifiers stand out with the best results in terms of recall (values close to 0.5), precision (values close to 0.3) and F1 (values over 0.3). According to Figure 2, where the decision threshold of our probabilistic classifiers is moved from 0 to 1 in order to build the precision-recall curve, the difference in performance between the classifiers learnt with both datasets is consistent and substantial. The classifiers learnt in the LLP paradigm clearly outperform those learnt in the standard paradigm. With the standard supervised classification paradigm, classifiers learnt using only embryonic features as predictors show no predictive ability. When the combined set of cycle and embryonic predictors is considered, their performance is slightly enhanced (best obtained recall, precision and F1 values are among 0.15 and 0.25).

Using the same layout as Table 2, the results of the second evaluation in the reserved dataset are shown in Table 3. Each row shows the performance in the auxiliary data of an experiment carried out learning a specific type of classifier (NB, TAN or 2DB) with a learning paradigm (standard supervised learning or LLP) using only embryonic features or a combination of embryonic and cycle features as predictive features. Each experiment has been set up using the best performing configuration according to the previous set of experiments (Tab. 2). The list of features selected in each of these experiments, as well as the actual Bayesian network models, are publicly available in the webpage associated with
Table 2: Predictive performance in cross validation of the different BNCs (NB, TAN and 2DB) in terms of accuracy, recall, precision, F1 and predicted positive rate (PPR) metrics. The top table shows the results of our LLP methodology, whereas for the experiments in the bottom table classical supervised BNC learning techniques are used. Each table shows experimental results for two different datasets: in the upper rows, only the embryonic features are used as predictors whereas, in the lower rows, the cycle features are also considered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BNC</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>PPR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>0.86 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.03 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.40 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.01 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAN</td>
<td>0.83 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.04 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.14 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.06 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.04 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2DB</td>
<td>0.84 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.25 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BNC</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>PPR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>0.76 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.49 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.29 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.36 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.23 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAN</td>
<td>0.79 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.28 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.26 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.27 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2DB</td>
<td>0.76 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.24 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.20 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.22 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.17 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LLP: all available data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BNC</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>PPR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>0.86 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAN</td>
<td>0.85 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.01 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2DB</td>
<td>0.85 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.01 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BNC</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>PPR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>0.81 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.17 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.24 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.20 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.10 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAN</td>
<td>0.82 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.10 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.20 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.13 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2DB</td>
<td>0.81 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.11 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard supervised learning: only labeled data

4 Discussion

The main objective of the assisted reproduction units is the improvement of the pregnancy rate of the ARTs. The proposed ML-based solution deals with two different sets of features to describe the embryos in order to understand the predictive capability of the collected data. Our proposal takes into account all the information collected by physicians, both in terms of examples and features,
Out of three examples predicted as positive (predicted implantations). In terms of recall, features are used as predictors, learnt classifiers show a significant improvement over the classical supervised learning techniques. Each table shows experimental results for two different datasets: in the upper rows, only the embryonic features are used as predictors whereas, in the lower rows, the cycle features are also considered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BNC</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>PPR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>0.81 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAN</td>
<td>0.79 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.10 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.04 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.04 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2DB</td>
<td>0.78 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.03 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BNC</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>PPR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>0.78 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.69 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.43 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.53 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.28 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAN</td>
<td>0.74 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.24 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.25 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.24 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.17 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2DB</td>
<td>0.71 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.24 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.22 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.23 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.20 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Predictive performance in the reserved dataset of the different BNCs (NB, TAN and 2DB) in terms of accuracy, recall, precision, F1 and predicted positive rate (PPR) metrics. The top table shows the results of our LLP methodology, whereas for the experiments in the bottom table classical supervised BNC learning techniques are used. Each table shows experimental results for two different datasets: in the upper rows, only the embryonic features are used as predictors whereas, in the lower rows, the cycle features are also considered.

To learn classifiers which could be used to improve the implantation (and pregnancy) rates. All the embryos, even those of unknown fate, are efficiently used for training. All the collected features are considered although only a subset of relevant (regarding the class) and non-redundant (among them) features are automatically selected and, finally, used for model learning. Thus, no personal preference determines the allegedly relevant features to be considered.

Learned classifiers show a limited performance, revealing the difficulty of predicting an embryo implantation based on the data collected in this study. The results in Table 2 vary sharply depending on the set of predictive features used to describe the examples (embryos). On the one hand, the results of the classifiers learnt from the dataset described only by embryonic features are poor: almost no implantation is predicted. This behavior, the prediction of few positive examples, can be interesting if the classifiers are highly precise; i.e., a predictive positive is a real positive example with high probability. However, these classifiers show limited precision. On the other hand, when both embryonic and cycle features are used as predictors, learnt classifiers show a significant improvement in terms of all the metrics. In this case, classifiers achieve a realistic proportion of examples predicted as positive (predicted implantations). In terms of recall, half of the real implanted embryos are predicted as positive. And almost one out of three examples predicted as positive are real implanted embryos (precisi-
Figure 2: For each BNC type (NB, TAN and 2DB from left to right), precision-recall curve of the best performing classifiers learnt from the dataset with embryonic predictive features (blue line) or with cycle-embryonic features (red line). The highlighted points represent the classifiers using 0.25 and 0.5 as 0/1 class decision threshold, $h$. An optimistic estimation of the measures is displayed as a completion of the dataset is used for evaluation where the examples with the largest probability according to the classifiers are considered, in each non-full bag, as the real positive examples.

This could be understood as evidence of the low power of the collected (morphological) embryonic features to predict an implantation. Only with the inclusion of features describing the respective cycle does the performance of the learnt classifiers improve. Despite this dramatic difference in the results of Table 2, the classifiers learnt with both sets of features show a similar ability to assign a large variety of different posterior probabilities to the embryos used for evaluation. It can be seen in Figure 2 that, if the threshold of the classifiers learnt only with embryonic features were tuned to optimize a metric (in this case, recall or precision), their performance would match up to that of the classifiers learnt with both cycle and embryonic features. These results remove all doubts about the embryonic features: Their contribution is determinant in the implantation prediction. However, the area under the curve in Figure 2 is significantly larger (specifically in the case of NB and TAN models) when the cycle features are also considered as predictive features. This demonstrates the asserted contribution of the cycle information to the identification of promising embryos for implantation [6, 14, 20, 36].

The performance enhancement derived from the use of our proposal is also notable. The poor performance when classifiers are learnt only with embryonic features is common to both paradigms (LLP and standard supervised learning). The differences are insignificant, with values near to 0 for most of the metrics in both paradigms. Therefore, no conclusion could be fairly drawn from these results. However, with the combination of cycle and embryonic features, the differences are noteworthy, ranging from 0.05 to 0.3 points in terms of recall, precision and F1 metrics. This means that the use of our LLP technique allows classifiers to overcome or even double the performance results obtained with the standard supervised classification paradigm.

The reported differences are confirmed by the second evaluation step, where a reserved validation dataset is used. The results of these experiments, displayed in Table 3, are similar to those reported by the cross validation step. This
behavior demonstrates the generalization ability of the BNCs learnt in this study (with both paradigms). The differences in performance resulting from the implementation of the LLP paradigm remain notable in this second evaluation. The classifiers learnt with the standard paradigm outperform, in some scenarios, those learnt with the proposed approach in terms of precision values. However, with the LLP paradigm, the rate of predicted positive examples is consistently doubled, promoting competitive classifiers in terms of recall (almost a difference of 0.3 points).

In order to build the datasets where embryos are described by a combination of embryonic and cycle features, the values of the cycle features are replicated for all the embryos of the same cycle. This unquestionably breaks the independence and identically distributed (i.i.d.) assumption. The relational nature of this problem, where a cycle is related to one or more embryos, could be handled by specific techniques, such as probabilistic relational models [37]. However, the conclusion drawn in this study is still valid. The use of cycle features enhances the performance of the learnt classifiers.

To the best of our knowledge, the use of relational learning techniques would be also novel in the ART literature. However, its application is not straightforward. An adaptation of the current relational learning techniques to the problem of learning from label proportions should be necessary in order to take full advantage of the available information. Otherwise, a poor solution which discards embryos of unknown fate is straightforward.

Although promising classification models have been learnt, these moderate results can be explained by the apparent limited predictive capability of the collected features. Observing the list of features selected by the proposed technique in different experiments (the complete list is publicly available in the webpage associated with this work), a subset of relevant features is constantly selected ($SER$, $PB$ and, mainly, $nCel.2$ and $frag.2$). Although others are regularly selected (e.g., $PVS$, $vac.2$, $symmet.2$ or $symmet.2$), the number of embryonic features eventually selected ranges from 4 to 7 (out of the original 14 features). This severe reduction would be in agreement with several previous studies which claim that the selection of embryos based exclusively on morphological factors is not efficient [6, 7, 16]. In this study, the features collected for the oocytes/embryos, those recommended by the ASEBIR protocol [28], are a set of morphological features. The search, study and collection of other non-morphological features, such as pre-implantation genetic diagnosis, embryo metabolomic and proteomic analysis, embryo morphokinetics analysis or endometrial receptivity tests, have been proposed in the related literature [18, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45]. This research line will surely allow authors to progress in the answer of this open question; its solution is expected to bring a significant leap forward in the ability to predict the embryo implantation and, consequently, the ART success.

Based on the results obtained, it can be asserted that a recommender system for the embryo selection problem based on the LP-learnt model would provide valuable information that could imply an improvement in the selection of promising embryos. As shown in Figure 3(a), ordering embryos according to
their implantation probability does not completely match up with the ASEBIR ranking. ASEBIR proposes an ordinal four-categories ranking (A, B, C and D), where A and D respectively indicate the best and worst embryos. In detail, our classifiers usually agree with ASEBIR’s criteria on the embryos identified as top-quality (top-left corner in Fig. 3(a)). However, numerous quality C and D embryos are considered by our classification model as more promising than a substantial set of quality B embryos. Both the precision-recall (PR, Fig. 3(b)) and the receiver operator characteristic (ROC, Fig. 3(c)) curves graphically show the enhanced performance of our model with respect to the ASEBIR ranking. The observed disagreement in medium-quality embryos was not surprising since, as has been previously reported [9, 16], the most difficult task is not the identification of the highly promising embryos, but the classification of those of medium-quality. The reordering suggested by our ML models is supported by the daily practice of our group of physicians, who are already considering an analogous variation of the ASEBIR criteria based on their direct observation of the evaluated embryos.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, the problem of implantation prediction of the ART problem is analyzed by means of novel ML techniques. The proposed solution learns classification models (BNCs) taking full advantage of all the available weakly super-
vised data. This technique has been used to study the data of a set of embryos gathered in the laboratory.

Our solution automatically selects the relevant features to be considered for model learning, initially considering all the information collected during the whole ART procedure, and discarding no embryo independently of the information available about its implantation. This can be carried out without the intervention of the physician. The results of this study are in line with the hypothesis of a combination of embryonic and cycle aspects determining the implantation. According to the results, the data collected for this study cannot fully describe an embryo implantation, although the inclusion of the cycle features enhances the classification performance. Moreover, the use of our comprehensive solution takes full advantage of the available information. In this way, a significantly enhanced performance is reported with respect to a solution based on the standard supervised classification paradigm. Obtained classifiers have been proved to rank the medium-quality embryos of this study more consistently than ASEBIR grade. In this way, the probabilistic assessment of the classifiers could be consistently used for embryo quality grading.
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